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Dear IPA Members

The last 10 years as IPA Secretary has been an exciting journey for me, taking
me from Edinburgh to Istanbul, Berlin to Hong Kong and a myriad of postcard
cities in between! Most important of all, it has been a great privilege to
contribute to the work of the IPA Executive Board in our efforts to make a real
difference to children’s right to play in countries across the globe.
I have had the pleasure of meeting many IPA members from across the world
during the triennial conferences. The conferences are a week of intensive
activity, however all Board officers work away behind the scenes throughout
the year. In 2017 it will be time for myself and a number of other Board
members to step down, so we are thinking about a smooth transition to a new
Board for the next term. I would like to encourage interested IPA members to
become more actively involved in the running of IPA. You can do that by
volunteering to help with organisational tasks and activities, which will give you
a flavour of how IPA is managed.
Being part of the Board is a serious responsibility and requires the ability to
commit time and energy on a frequent basis throughout the year. However it
also offers a great opportunity to gain insight into children’s play rights
worldwide, to contribute to IPA’s purpose and goals, and opens up
opportunities to develop friendships throughout the world. If you think you
would like to consider becoming more involved in the world-wide organisation
of IPA please contact me for further information!
Playful wishes,
Margaret
(Margaret Westwood, IPA Secretary)
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IPA Executive Board (2017 – 2020)
Here in May 2015 the election of the 2017- 2020 Executive Board seems a long way away,
however this is just the time to start planning for the future! The majority of the day-to-day
business of IPA is carried out by email, Groupsite (a virtual ‘office’) and by Skype.

IPA hold a full Board meeting annually, as our constitution demands, but Board members also
take the chance to meet each other for face to face discussion when opportunities arise, eg
when attending an international conference for their own organization, or during an IPA
project. Annual meetings take place in the conference city and in the year preceding the
conference, but can also anywhere else in the world, depending on the most economically
viable hub, or most appropriate event.
____________________________________________________________________

EXECUTIVE BOARD OFFICERS

• President
• Vice President
• Secretary
• Treasurer
• Communications Officer
• Membership Officer
• Development Officer
_____________________________________________________________________

In 2017-2020 a number of the current Board members will be stepping down, and we would
like to actively recruit prospective Board members who are willing to become involved for a
transition period before standing for election at the 2017 General Meeting .

Role and responsibility descriptions for Executive Board Officers, and any further information
required are all available on request from the IPA Secretary at Secretary@ipaworld.org. The
nomination and election process will be overseen by the Council of Representatives.
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IPA News Around the Globe
IPA at the Associations Awards
Lausanne, 2015

After being shortlisted for an Associations Award, IPA participated in the International & European
Associations Congress for the first time this year. The event was held in Lausanne, Switzerland in
May 2015 and provided an opportunity to engage with other associations to consider common
themes such as membership, sponsorship, conference organising and management of
associations. Rather than focus on the core interests of each association, the Congress focused on
what we do, how we do it and, crucially, how we could do it better!
I was keen to find out how other membership associations managed their work and came across
various models from those with a single employee supporting Board and committee structures, to
those with small project teams and Secretariats.
We were delighted to be nominated and shortlisted for the Associations Award in the category of
‘Effective Voice’ recognising the campaign for the General Comment on article 31. I was able to
present our ‘Success Study’ to other delegates at a Success Story round table as part of the event
and to share some of our resources. Awards were presented at a Gala dinner where we enjoyed
Swiss hospitality and entertainment and although we were runners up were very pleased to have
participated. – Theresa Casey, IPA President
Access to Play in Crisis
Recent events around the world have highlighted the urgency of children’s right to play when
disaster and crisis hits. We have been building a focus around this through the theme of ‘Access to
Play in Crisis’ since the 2015 World Conference in Istanbul. We are very pleased to say that we
have been successful with an application for funds to develop a training and development project in
the Middle East region and will be working with IPA partners and members to put this into action.
Look out for more information in upcoming PlayNotes and on the IPA website.
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IPA at the LUDI - Play for Children with Disabilities Conference
IPA was honoured to receive an invitation to give a keynote speech to the European scientific
network LUDI - Play for Children with Disabilities. The network aims to study the theme of play
(play for the sake of play) of children with disabilities. The conference, in Cyprus, June 2015, will
bring together researchers from 26 countries and is a significant opportunity to highlight disabled
children’s play rights.
We are very pleased indeed that Keith Towler (former Children’s Commissioner for Wales, member
of the Working Group for the General Comment and friend of IPA) presented the keynote on behalf
of IPA.
To coincide with the conference, the IPA Council released its new Position Statement on the Play
Rights of Disabled Children (see next page) along with the conference Paper.

COUNCIL MEMBERS:
Please remember to check
Groupsite for important
information and discussion!

PlayWales has just released a wonderful
short video PLAY!
Take a look and share it with your friends!

www.playwales.org.uk

Look for a new blog titled “Play and Active
Lifestyles,” by IPA Development Officer
Kathy Wong on the Toy Industry of Europe
association’s website. http://bit.ly/1c5F6cB

Translations of the IPA General Comment video are still
underway. Last week the Welsh version arrived. Work is
very slow because the wonderful editor is doing the work
almost for free.
It’s working and the video on the child’s right to play has
been seen by tens of thousands of people around the world.

IPA Executive Board
Theresa Casey, President
Robyn Monro-Miller, Vice President
Margaret Westwood, Secretary
David Yearley, Treasurer
Cynthia Gentry, Communications Officer
Mike Greenaway, Membership Officer
Kathy Wong Kin-ho, Development Officer

President@ipaworld.org
VicePresident@ipaworld.org
Secretary@ipaworld.org
Treasurer@ipaworld.org
Communications@ipaworld.org
Membership@ipaworld.org
Development@ipaworld.org

The$Play$Rights$of$Children$with$
Disabilities$
IPA$Position$Statement$$(May$2015)$

IPA$ believes$ that$ every$ child$ must$ be$ afforded$
equal$ opportunities$ to$ enjoy$ his$ or$ her$ right$ to$
play$in$their$everyday$lives.$
Disabled$ children$ have$ the$ same$ right$ as$ other$
children$ to$ sufficient$ time$ and$ space$ to$ play$
freely,$ in$ the$ ways$ they$ choose,$ without$ being$
unduly$overprotected.$
Many$disabled$children$face$multiple$barriers$that$
restrict$ their$ dayJtoJday$ opportunities$ to$ play.$
These$barriers$include$the$imposition$of$$activities$
determined$ by$ adults,$ inaccessible$ facilities$ and$
environments,$
negative$
attitudes$
and$
inappropriate$ social$ policies$ and$ programmes$
which$restrict$the$lives$of$disabled$children.$
IPA$ believes$ that$ families,$ careJgivers,$
professionals$ and$ authorities$ must$ recognise$ the$
value$of$play,$both$as$a$right$in$itself$and$a$means$
of$achieving$optimum$development.$
Every$ child$ is$ different;$ to$ enable$ each$ child$ to$
enjoy$their$right$to$play,$proJactive$measures$are$
needed$to$remove$disabling$barriers$and$promote$
accessibility,$such$as:$
! awareness$raising$amongst$adults$and$peers,$
! ageJappropriate$support$and$assistance,$
! accessible$and$inclusive$environments,$
$$$$$$facilities$and$transport,$

! provision$of$information,$education$and$
$$$$$$training$that$support$children’s$right$to$play.$
$
IPA$ strongly$ endorses$ the$ view$ of$ the$ UN$
Committee$on$the$Rights$of$the$Child$that$play$is$
a$ fundamental$ and$ vital$ dimension$ of$ the$
pleasure$ of$ childhood,$ as$ well$ as$ an$ essential$
component$ of$ physical,$ social,$ cognitive,$
emotional$and$spiritual$development.$
IPA$ therefore$ seeks$ to$ protect,$ preserve$ and$
promote$ disabled$ children’s$ right$ to$ play$ as$
expressed$ in$ Article$31$ of$ the$ UN$ Convention$on$
the$Rights$of$the$Child$(UNCRC).$
IPA$wishes$to$draw$attention$to$Article$23$of$the$
UNCRC$ and$ Articles$ 7$ and$ 30$ of$ the$ UN$
Convention$ on$ the$ Rights$ of$ Disabled$ Persons$
which$further$encompass$disabled$children’s$play$
rights.$
Children$ have$ told$ us1$that$ their$ lives$ would$ be$
happier$ and$ healthier$ if$ Governments$ took$
children’s$ right$ to$ play$ seriously.$ IPA$ fully$
endorses$this$view.$
IPA,$May$2015$
$
1

Children participating in the making of IPA
child-friendly Article 31 posters (2013)!

For more information, please go to http://www.IPAworld.org
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CALL$FOR$ARTICLES$FOR$PLAYRIGHTS$MAGAZINE$(DECEMBER$2015)$
The$December$2015$issue$of$PlayRights+Magazine$is$your$opportunity$to$tell$our$worldwide$membership$
what$you,$your$organization,$your$branch,$and/or$your$country$are$doing$to$promote$the$child’s$right$to$
play.$Now$that$the$General$Comment$(#17)$on$article$31$of$the$Convention$on$the$Rights$of$the$Child$is$
available,$we$must$do$our$part$to$make$sure$it$is$noticed.$Part$of$this$effort$will$be$the$stories$of$work$in$
the$magazine$and$part$will$be$the$building$of$our$online$countryMbyMcountry$database.$We$will$link$to$all$
country$reporting$on$article$31$and$work$to$provide$in$depth$information$on$the$countries$doing$the$best$
work.$$
We$hope$that$every$IPA$Branch$will$participate$and$that$others$countries$without$branches$will$be$
represented$as$well.$So$many$of$you$are$doing$such$fantastic$work$on$behalf$of$children.$By$sharing$
information$about$your$work$we$all$will$benefit,$IPA’s$mission$will$grow$stronger,$and$the$children$will$
benefit.$$
Please$send$a$confirmation$email$about$your$intention$to$participate$to$IPA$Communications$Officer$
Cynthia$Gentry$at$communications@IPAworld.org$by$31$July$2015.$Details$on$content,$length,$photographs$
needed,$etc.$will$be$discussed$at$that$time.$We$look$forward$to$hearing$from$you!$$

$
CALL$FOR$PHOTOGRAPHS$
IPA$is$also$looking$for$talented$photographers$willing$to$share$their$work$in$the$magazine$and$on$the$
website.$$We$are$looking$for$powerful$pictures$that$relate$in$some$way$to$the$right$of$children$to$play.$All$
photos$must$be$original,$very$high$resolution$(at$least$300$dpi$or$High$Definition),$and$you$must$have$
permission$to$photograph$the$children$pictured.$If$you$are$interested$or$have$any$questions,$please$contact$
Cynthia$Gentry$at$communications@IPAworld.org.$
$
$
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IPA XXI Triennial World Conference, 2020
Members of IPA who have been excited by attending previous world
conferences in Istanbul, Cardiff or Hong Kong often ask, usually in the
afterglow of a fascinating week, how they bring this wonderful event to
their country!
Planning is now underway to find IPA members or branches, who are
interested in working collaboratively with the Board to explore the
possibility of bringing the 21st Triennial World Conference in 2020 to
their city.
If you have dreamed of it, it can happen!
For further information please contact the Secretary, Margaret
Westwood, at secretary@ipaworld.org

IPA is developing a series of free downloadable tools to help understand – and spread the understanding of article 31 and General Comment #17. On our website you will find a very popular video (currently available in
five languages with 10 more on the way), posters developed by children for children, a Summary of the
General Comment and more. For access to these tools and to become a member of IPA, please visit our
website at http://www.IPAworld.org

Board News: IPA’s Executive Board will hold its annual meeting in Istanbul in mid-September. More
information to follow.
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Watch IPA Grow Across the Globe
Afghanistan
Kabul

Australia
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Turkey
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London
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The$Declaration$on$the$Importance$of$Play$
reaffirms$IPA’s$stated$aim$and$intent$to:$
• Protect$the$right$to$play$
• Preserve$the$right$to$play$
• Promote$the$right$to$play$
$
IPA$promotes$ the$ right$ of$ all$ children$
and$young$ people$ to$ time,$ freedom$ and$
space$to$play$in$their$own$way.$
$
IPA$ endorses$ the$ premise$ that$ playing$ is$ a$
universal$ behaviour,$ and$ that$ the$benefits$
to$ children$ and$ young$ people$ achieving$
their$ right$ to$ play$ are$ shared$by$ all$ races$
and$people$around$the$world.$
$
IPA$ will$ foster$ and$ facilitate$ evidence$
gathering$ and$ exchange$ (beyond$ and$
between$international$borders):$
30 to$inform,$ invigorate,$ critique$ and$
enhance$ research,$ policy$ and$
practice$
relating$to$
play,$
environments$for$play$and$playwork$

31 recognising$that$international$

professional$networking$and$
relationship$building$encourages$
mutual$support$and$promotes$
understanding$

For more information, please go to http://www.IPAworld.org

IPA$commits$to$promote$the$position$that$playing$is$
a$vital,$universal$behaviour,$essential$for$children$to$
be$children$and$thrive$in$the$modern$world.$$$
$
Play$ is$ a$ fundamental$ part$ of$ life;$ it$ is$ a$ biological,$
social,$ cognitive$ necessity$ for$ individual$ children,$
but$ also$ has$ benefits$ for$ society$ and$ the$ human$
species.$
$
$
The$ drive$ to$ play$ is$ innate;$ it$ is$ a$ process$ that$ has$
evolved$because$it$advantages$the$development$of$
bodies,$ relationships$ and$ minds.$ Playing$ is$ a$
process,$not$an$activity;$for$example,$simply$moving$
the$ body$ contributes$ to$ efficient$ and$ effective$
muscular$ growth$ and$ physical$ health$ and$
wellbeing;$ playing$ helps$ children$ with$ flexibility,$
agility,$ balance,$ coordination$ and$ satisfaction.$ Play$
takes$many$forms,$replicating$the$evolution$of$play$
through$ bodily$ actions,$ social$ interactions$ and$ the$
development$of$symbolic$thinking.$
Play$ is$ selfMchosen,$ for$ without$ active$ choice$ and$
engagement$ the$ activity$ is$ empty$ and$ reduced$ in$
meaning$ and$ significance.$ Performing$ an$ activity$
fully$ immersed$ in$ a$ feeling$ of$ energised$ focus,$ full$
involvement,$ and$ enjoyment$ in$ the$ process$ of$ the$
activity$ is$ good$ for$ children.$ Satisfaction$ through$
play$ is$ defined$ by$ the$ player,$ with$ no$ extrinsic$
goals.$
Play$ is$ pleasurable$ for$ each$ child;$ it$ gives$
enjoyment,$satisfaction$and$‘fun’$in$the$moment$of$
playing$ –$it$is$a$ valued$part$of$childhood.$Play$ aids$

(anger,$ fear,$ disgust,$ shock,$ sadness$ and$ joy)$ into$
more$ nuanced$ and$ subtle$ forms$ (grief,$ pleasure,$
displeasure,$ affection,$ contentment,$ exasperation,$
disappointment).$
Play$ is$ the$ way$ humans$ develop$ efficient$ brains;$
playing$ enhances$ cortical$ connections$ and$ neural$
organisation;$when$humans$play,$the$nerve$signals$the$
body$generates$create$neural$pathways$that$help$with$
brain$development$ and$brain$plasticity$(flexibility).$By$
so$ doing$ playing$ contributes$ to$ developing$ ‘effective$
systems$ for$ learning’$ rather$ than$ particular$ learning$
outcomes.$
Playing$ is$ a$ child’s$ free,$ open,$ boundless,$ and$ selfM
controlled$ activity;$ through$play$children$discover$the$
differences$between$themselves,$others$and$the$world$
in$ which$ they$ live.$ These$ discoveries$ help$ them$
become$ individuals$ and$ independent,$ selfMsufficient$
and$autonomous.$
Playing$is$vital$to$the$understanding,$development$and$
maintenance$ of$ valued$ relationships$ with$ others.$
Playful$interactions$with$others$help$in$understanding$
relationships$ and$ attachment,$ language,$ roles$ and$
social$structures.$
By$ playing$ children$ learn$ what$ works$ and$ what$ does$
not;$it$is$creative,$flexible$and$adaptable;$it$helps$with$
the$development$of$flexible,$adaptive$strategies$to$the$
problems$that$life$offers$children.$Understanding$that$
life$ is$ not$ always$ ‘fair’$ or$ ‘good’$ helps$ children$ to$
adapt$ to$ problems$ in$ life$ and$ develop$ resilience$ and$
optimism$to$deal$with$stressful$or$traumatic$events$in$
the$future.$
Play$is$chaotic$and$transformative;$it$helps$children$be$
spontaneous,$ highly$ creative,$ original,$ and$ open.$
Playing$connects$to$‘threshold$experiences’$and$opens$
up$ ‘worlds$ of$ possibility’$ that$ children$ recognise$ as$
mysterious$and$‘magical’.$
Children$ can$ and$ will$ play$ in$ most$ places.$ A$ rich$
environment$ for$ play$ includes:$ natural$ elements;$
opportunities$for$risk$and$challenge;$places$to$express$
emotions;$ stimulation$ for$ the$ senses;$ chances$ for$
social$interactions;$interesting$and$varied$physical$and$
human$environment$and$sufficient$space$to$do$what$is$
wanted.$Children$will$play$more$in$environments$that$
afford$opportunities$for$various$types$of$play.$Children$
have$ different$ and$ varied$ play$ needs$ throughout$
childhood$ and$ adolescence;$ environments$ should$
offer$endless$variety$and$stimulation$to$children.$
$

The$ human$ species$ is$ attracted$ to$ newness,$ humans$
are$curious,$with$a$desire$for$new$experiences$as$they$
become$ adult.$ This$ gives$ humans$ a$ capacity$ to$ find$
stimulation$ and$ interest$ in$ everything$ around$ them.$
Children$ need$ varied$ and$ stimulating$ environments$
and$ experiences$ in$ order$ to$ thrive,$ in$ adults$ this$
playful$ drive$ is$ translated$ in$ creative$ and$ innovative$
activities.$
$

Context$
$
The$ General$ Comment$ No.$ 17$ (2013)$ on$ United$
Nations$ Convention$ on$ the$ Rights$ of$ the$ Child$
(UNCRC)$Article$31$launched$in$September$2013$was$a$
welcome$ reminder$ of$ the$ right$ of$ children$ to$ rest,$
leisure,$ play,$ recreational$ activities,$ cultural$ life$ and$
the$arts.$$However$IPA’s$focus$is$on$children’s$right$to$
play$ and$ so$ IPA$ has$ prepared$ this$ Declaration$ on$ the$
Importance$of$Play.$
$
Play$ is$ a$ vital$ and$ fundamental$ part$ of$ the$ human$
experience;$ it$ is$ important$ to$ the$ lives$ of$ children$ in$
that$ it$ gives$ them$ pleasure$ in$ being$ alive$ and$ is$$
essential$to$their$healthy$physical$and$mental$growth,$
able$ to$ function$ in$ the$ culture$ and$ society$ in$ which$
they$are$born.$$$
Yet$there$is$a$widespread$lack$of$understanding$of$the$
value$of$play,$and$it$is$often$considered$a$trivial$part$of$
children’s$ lives$ or$ dismissed$ as$ an$ unnecessary$
distraction$from$‘more$important’$activities$such$as$$

preparedness$ for$ adult$ life,$ work$ and$ formal$
education.$ However$ growing$ evidence$ shows$ that$
playing$ especially$ up$ to$ the$ age$ of$ seven$ years$ can$
enhance$educational$achieveMments$and$life$chances$
when$children$leave$school.$
$
Children’s$ play$ is$ behaviour,$ activity$ or$ processes$
initiated,$ controlled$ and$ structured$ by$ children$
themselves$ and$ it$ takes$ place$ whenever$ and$
wherever$opportunities$arise.$
$
Adults$ may$ contribute$ to$ the$ creation$ of$
environments$ in$ which$ it$ takes$ place,$ but$ play$ itself$
is$nonMcompulsory,$driven$by$intrinsic$motivation$and$
is$ undertaken$ for$ its$ own$ sake,$ rather$ than$ as$ a$
means$ to$ an$ end.$ It$ involves$ the$ exercise$ of$
autonomy,$ physical,$ mental$ or$ emotional$ activity,$
and$has$the$potential$to$take$infinite$forms,$either$in$
groups$or$ alone.$These$forms$will$change$and$adapt$
throughout$the$course$of$childhood.$
$
The$ key$ characteristics$ of$ play$ are$ fun,$ uncertainty,$
challenge,$ flexibility$ and$ nonMproductivity.$ Together,$
these$ factors$ contribute$ to$ the$ enjoyment$ it$
produces$ and$ the$ consequent$ incentive$ to$ continue$
to$play.$
$
This$Declaration$on$the$Importance$of$Play$is$based$
upon$the$substantial$evidence$that$has$arisen$in$the$
last$ twenty$ years,$ showing$ how$ fundamental$ and$
vital$play$is$to$children$and$therefore$society$and$our$
species.$
Furthermore,$ the$Declaration$highlights$the$ growing$
evidence$of$the$effects$of$lack$of$time$and$space$for$
play$ and$ the$ serious$ and$ lifeMlong$ effects$ on$
children’s$ bodies$ and$ minds.$ We$ wish$ to$ alert$ the$
wider$community$to$this$evidence$and$call$for$action$
to$ address$ this$ deprivation$ before$ the$ affects$ cause$
lifelong$damage$to$more$children.$
$
We$ recognise$ that$ in$ many$ countries$ there$ is$
disagreement$about$of$the$value$of$play,$and$so$it$is$
allocated$a$trivial$part$of$children’s$lives$or$dismissed$
as$ an$ unnecessary$ distraction$ from$ what$ are$
considered$ ‘more$ important’$ activities$ such$ as$
formal$education$and$preparedness$for$adult$life$and$
work;$ on$ the$ contrary$ playing$ is$ essential$ for$ all$ of$
these$outcomes.$
$

Play$Deprivation$–$
what$happens$when$children$do$
not$play?$
Play$is$clearly$pleasurable$and$joyous$for$children;$
it$ contributes$ to$ positive$ emotion$ and$ is$ a$
recognised$ and$ valued$ part$ of$ childhood$ that$ is$
increasingly$ being$ denied$ or$ curtailed$ by$ the$
actions$ of$ adults$ and$ society,$ resulting$ in$ reports$
of$unhappy$children$from$around$the$globe.$
$
Play$ deprivation$ is$ highly$ detrimental$ to$ affected$
children,$communities$and$society$as$a$whole.$Not$
playing$ deprives$ children$ of$ experiences$ that$ are$
regarded$as$developmentally$essential$and$results$
in$ those$ affected$ being$ emotionally,$ physically,$
cognitively$and$socially$disabled.$
$
If$ normal$ play$ experiences$ are$ absent$ the$ child$ is$
more$ likely$ to$ become$ violent$ and$ antisocial.$
Although$ data$ on$ the$ impact$ of$ not$ playing$ for$
humans$ is$ space,$ the$ findings$ of$ the$ studies$ that$
do$exist$give$cause$for$concern.$If$children$are$kept$
in$ and$ not$ allowed$ out$ to$ play,$ they$ are$ likely$ to$
manifest$ symptoms$ ranging$ from$ aggression$ and$
repressed$ emotions$ and$ reduced$ social$ skills,$ to$
inactivity$ and$ an$ increased$ risk$ of$ obesity.$ Adults$
reporting$ environmental$ restrictions$ on$ play$ (e.g.$
having$ less$ time$ to$ play)$ are$ more$ likely$ to$ be$
overweight$and$have$less$healthy$lifestyles.$
$
If$ children$ do$ not$ play,$ then$ their$ brains$ will$ not$
grow$ as$ they$ should.$ Continuous$ sensory$
deprivation$ –$ lack$ of$ human$ contact$ and$ other$
forms$ of$ sensory$ deprivation$ –$ causes$ symptoms$
ranging$ from$ depression$ and$ withdrawal$ to$ a$
gradual$ loss$ of$ electrical$ activity$ in$ the$ brain,$ and$
affects$other$factors.$
$
There$ is$ a$ great$ danger$ that$ the$ effects$ of$ the$
current$ changes$ in$ society$ and$ the$ environment$
will$have$a$lasting$impact$on$our$children$and$their$
children,$ thus$ affecting$ the$ whole$ species.$ The$
study$of$human$genetic$material$(epigenetics)$has$
shown$ that$ the$ effects$ of$ deprivation$ on$ one$
generation$ can$ ‘echo’$ though$ subsequent$
generations.

How$the$Declaration$was$Written$
The$editor$and$lead$facilitator$was$the$late$Professor$Perry$Else$(Sheffield$Hallam$University),$who$prepared$the$draft$
Declaration$based$on$work$done$earlier.$Participants$in$the$working$process$for$the$Declaration$included$Bob$Hughes$
(Play$Education),$Mike$Greenway$(Play$Wales)$and$latterly$Meynell$Walter$(Meynell$Games).$Other$members$of$IPAM
EWNI$commented$during$the$draft$stages$of$the$paper,$drafts$were$made$available$to$IPA$members$for$comment$and$
a$final$edit$was$presented$by$the$IPA$Board$to$the$IPA$Council$of$National$Representatives.$
$
The$draft$Declaration$by$Professor$Perry$Else$was$based$on$an$academic$paper$with$extended$comments$supported$
by$formal$references.$If$time$and$other$priorities$permit,$this$longer$version$will$be$updated$and$released$for$those$
audiences$who$would$use$it$when$ready.$
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